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How Do People Read Metro Maps? An Eye Tracking Study Michael Burch∗ , Kuno Kurzhals∗ , Michael Raschke† , Tanja Blascheck† and Daniel Weiskopf∗ ∗ VISUS, † VIS,



University of Stuttgart University of Stuttgart



Abstract—Metro maps have many benefits over traditional geospatial maps. A common task to be solved when traveling in a foreign city is to find an economical and efficient way from the start to the destination point. When metro maps become larger containing several different lines and a large number of stations with possible change points, this task gets more complicated. In this paper, we present the results of an eye tracking experiment with the goal to investigate difficulties that people have when reading such maps. To this end, we showed participants several real-world metro maps and asked them to perform tasks of different complexity, i.e. routes with and without highlighted start and destination stations. The major result of this study is that the number of stations, lines, and highlights have an impact on task completion times and on visual task solution strategies.



I.



I NTRODUCTION



When traveling to a foreign city, we are oftentimes confronted with the task of finding at least one way (not necessarily the economically best one) from a starting point to a destination. From our own experience, we know that reading the metro map can become a difficult task. But solving this task reliably, fast, and economically is a common scenario for travelers all over the world. There are also different problem settings which on the one hand depend on the city size and metro map design [5], but on the other hand also on the goals and preconditions given by the travelers. Also the number of color codings for the different metro lines and the appearance of change points may be a distinguishing feature in the map design. Apart from these factors, many others have an impact on the performance of the map reading behavior of travelers. In this paper, we report on an eye tracking study to investigate the route finding task in several metro maps. To this end, we explore the maps of Stuttgart, Hong Kong, and Paris that show varying metro system complexities. Moreover, we vary the given task for the viewer by highlighting either start, destination, or both stations. The most common scenario during traveling shows the starting station in green color and the destination station has to be searched by the viewer. We hypothesize that there are differently long completion times depending on the complexity of the metro system. Furthermore, it will take longer to find out one possible correct solution route when only one or no station at all is highlighted. Also several possible solution routes may be found. By analyzing the eye movement data, visual task solution strategies [1], [2], [3] among the participants can be derived, which is not possible by recording only traditional error rates and task completion times.



II.



R ELATED W ORK



Today, there is much research on improving metro map [5] layouts and designs targeting at bringing travelers from a start to a destination point in a more efficient way. For example, Stott et al. [15] describe a system that allows one to automatically compute a layout for a metro map by using a multicriteria optimization. In this system, the geographic layout of the city map is integrated in the generation process as much as possible. Generally, distortion in a metro map design is possible, but the network topology as well as the geometry should be retained as described [10], [11]. This fact is important for the traveler to get not lost in a wealth of stations from the very beginning. Moreover, layout constraints following aesthetic graph drawing criteria [13] should be maintained to make the diagrams readable for the viewer and reduce visual clutter [14] that can cause problems when solving path-finding tasks. Moreover, the shape of edges is a critical factor for readability of graph diagrams as demonstrated in a user study by Holten and van Wijk [7]. Also the labeling of subway stations is important [9], [16] for aesthetic design. But even after having followed many of these design criteria, the generated metro maps can still cause problems depending on their complexity, which will be shown in this eye tracking study. Metro maps can be interpreted as planar graphs visualized in a node-link metaphor. The readability of node-link graph diagrams was evaluated [6] in an eye tracking experiment by Huang et al. [8], who found out that the geodesic path tendency plays a crucial role for a viewer when finding a route from a start to a target node [12]. III.



E YE T RACKING S TUDY



Our eye tracking study focuses on the readability of metro maps, i.e. using a metro map to find a way from a starting point to a destination. This is a common scenario for travelers all over the world. To find insights into the visual task solution strategies of the study participants we compare error rates, completion times, and eye movements as the most important dependent variables recorded during eye tracking studies. A. Research Questions Based on our research questions we showed differently complex metro maps and asked differently complex tasks. •



Research Question 1 (Impact of metro map complexity): We hypothesize that the complexity of a metro map has an impact on completion times and



visual task solution strategies. The more complex it is, i.e. the more stations and lines are present, the longer it will take to find a way from a start to a destination station. •



Research Question 2 (Impact of task complexity): We hypothesize that the highlighting of either start or destination station or both has an impact on completion times and visual task solution strategies. The fewer stations are highlighted (by a green or red surrounding circle), the longer it will take to find a way from a start to a destination. Moreover, the visual task solution strategies will look more chaotically.



B. Study Design We used a within-subjects study design with two variables of interest: •



•



Complexity of metro maps: We showed metro maps of three different complexities, i.e. the map of Stuttgart (Germany) containing 7 lines and 83 stations, the metro map of Hong Kong (China) containing 11 lines and 81 stations, and the metro map of Paris (France) containing 16 lines and 303 stations. Highlight of stations: Three scenarios are given: (1) We highlight both start and destination station by a green and red colored circle. (2) We only highlight the start station by a green colored surrounding circle. (3) No highlight is given at all.



Each participant was shown a metro map in each of the parameter settings, resulting in 9 stimuli. Before showing a stimulus, a question was given that the participants had to read loudly and confirm that they understood it. Only then the metro map stimulus was shown. We first showed the metro map for the scenario where both start and destination station were highlighted, then where only the start station was highlighted, and finally where nothing was highlighted. The metro map complexities were shown in a permutated fashion to compensate for learning and fatigue effects. We also varied the path finding task for each presented metro map, i.e. each start and destination station only appears once in each metro map stimulus. C. Stimuli and Task All stimuli presented during the eye tracking study were acquired by looking them up on the World Wide Web. We inspected various cities and their metro or tube system. From a preselected repertoire, we chose three suitable ones for the eye tracking experiments. We looked for small, medium, and large ones in complexity. The most important criterion for our study is the readability of text labels because those are required to perform the given task correctly, hence we only selected maps with readable labels of equal size. The only task throughout the study was to locate start and destination stations and try to find a way between those. This way (not necessarily the economically best one) has to be followed by the eyes by telling the lines taken and the switching points. To force participants in doing this they had to think aloud, i.e. they had to tell the operator what they were doing.



D. Environment Conditions and Technical Setup The study was conducted in our institute’s laboratory isolated from outside distractions. The room was artificially illuminated and only a minimum of objects was contained inside. Participants were instructed to switch off their mobile phones to reduce possible distractions during the study. The eye movements were recorded by a Tobii T60 XL eye tracking system with a TFT screen resolution of 1920 × 1200 pixels. Participants sat in front of the display at a distance of about 65 cm, given by the calibration function of the eye tracking system. For the analysis software of the eye tracker, we specified a minimum of 10 pixels covering and a minimum of 30 ms fixation duration as key parameters. E. Participants The study participants were volunteers from our institute and students recruited during an event called ‘ralley for first semester students’. We chose a within-subjects study design with 8 participants. All participants reported that they were from a Western country and read texts from left to right. There was one female and 7 males. Their average age was 24.1 years; the youngest participant was at the age of 18 and the oldest at the age of 37 years. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal color vision, as confirmed by an Ishihara test and a Snellen chart; 3 of them wore glasses and none of them contact lenses. Only three of them reported that they frequently use public transportation. The experiments took between 6:03 to 14:44 minutes, depending on the speed of the participants. All of them had used the metro in Stuttgart before but only two participants reported that they had used the metro in Paris, nobody the metro in Hong Kong. F. Study Procedure Participants were first asked to fill out a questionnaire about age, field of study, and the frequency of using public transportation and also the city in which they use it. As next step, it was explained how the eye tracking experiment was conducted. Test questions were asked to check if they know what a metro map is and how it can be used to find a way from a start to a destination station. The test phase was conducted with a different set of stimuli data than the real experiment, serving as a practice run-through. Then, the actual experiment consisted of three blocks each containing three different metro maps as described in Section III-B. We permutated stimuli inside all three task blocks apart from the open-ended question that was presented at the end of the experiment. After finishing the task, participants had to click the mouse to see the next question and after a second mouse click they were shown the next corresponding stimulus. The final block was used to ask an open-ended question about a metro map from which it was not told which city it is used in. The answers were manually recorded by the operator. There was a ‘Give Up’ option clearly present throughout the study, which was not used by any of the participants. There was a time limitation of two minutes for each task, which was reached for 5 participants for the complex metro map
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Fig. 1. Heat maps for the metro maps shown in the study: (a), (b), (c) Stuttgart (7 lines, 83 stations). (d), (e), (f) Hong Kong (11 lines, 81 stations). (g), (h), (i) Paris (16 lines, 303 stations). In (a), (d), and (g) no stations are highlighted. In (b), (e), and (h) the start station is highlighted. In (c), (f), and (i) start and destination is highlighted.



of Paris. The participants were instructed to put emphasis on correctly answering because we were interested in the metro map exploration strategy. We recorded the time it took them to find one possible correct route. Putting emphasis on a fast solution would have resulted in higher error rates and in more chaotic gaze trajectories because participants would have been forced to guess an answer regardless of whether it was correct, which was not the intention of this eye tracking study. After the experiment part, they had the chance of giving final remarks about which metro map they found easier to explore and to solve the given task. IV.



R ESULTS



We measured three dependent variables in the study: error rates, completion times, and eye movements. A. Effect of Metro Map Complexity As can be seen in Figure 1, there are differences in the visual task solution strategies which depend on the metro map complexities. The eye movements displayed in a heat map [4] show a more chaotic behaviour from top row to bottom row in Figure 1. In the heat map for the metro map of Stuttgart, only some parts are covered by eye fixations (Figures 1 (a) to (c)). For the Hong Kong maps, the eye fixations are more scattered in the metro map (Figures 1 (d) to (f)), but those still cover the metro lines but seldom the regions around them. For the



Fig. 2.



Completion times for the different scenarios



most complex metro map of Paris, we can see that there are eye fixations all over the displayed map (see Figures 1 (g) and (h)) but not in scenario (i). Also the task completion times (Figure 2) indicate this phenomenon. The bars for the metro map of Stuttgart are not as high as those for Hong Kong and also for Paris. B. Effect of Highlighted Stations The effect of highlighted stations is visible in Figure 1. The left column shows the heatmaps for the scenario where no station is highlighted. The participants look very chaotically because they first had to find the labels and then perform the



given task. The heat maps in the center column are not that chaotic since there the starting station is highlighted. Finally, in the right column, start and target stations are highlighted, which results in a very clear fixation pattern. Moreover, we can observe that for all three displayed metro maps, our participants found two possible routes from the start to the target station.



otherwise the study design would demand for many more participants. There are different preconditions, i.e. people know the maps from using public transportation, which we checked in a questionnaire. More participants are needed to statistically evaluate our findings.



Looking at the task completion times (Figure 2), we see that it took them longer the fewer stations are highlighted apart from the metro map of Stuttgart, which seems to be an outlier. But inspecting the additional information we can see that all of our participants use public transportation in Stuttgart, i.e. we conjecture that there is some kind of impact on the visual task solution strategies applied in the Stuttgart metro map.



The tested scenarios in our study are no real-world scenarios. Some kind of stress factor is needed because people are typically in a hurry to catch the connecting train or flight when trying to solve a task by a metro map. This additional parameter would also make the task and hence, the eye tracking study more complicated and challenging.



B. Limitations



C. Future Work



C. Open-Ended Question We also investigated an open-ended question scenario. In this, the tube map of London was shown for thirty seconds. The participants inspected the diagram (without knowing that it was the London tube map) and came up with several opinions such as: There are many different lines which frequently cross in the city center. Some of them were also able to identify it as the London tube map. Another participant noted the thick light blue line from left to right (river Thames in the map as additional geographic information).



For future work we plan to extend the eye tracking study by also investigating the layout of the maps, which also demands for recruiting more participants. R EFERENCES [1]
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Heat map with frequently visited areas for tube map of London.



A heat map representation as shown in Figure 3 illustrates where our study participants concentrated on most of the time in the open-ended scenario. Here, we can see that most of them frequently looked to the city center, but we can also detect that nearly the complete metro map is covered by eye fixations. V.



C ONCLUSION



In this paper, we investigated the difficulties that people have when reading metro maps. Eye tracking was applied to record eye movements to derive visual task solution strategies. We varied metro map complexities and task difficulties by highlighting either two, one, or no station in the displayed maps. Our research questions could be answered, i.e. it took longer to answer the task when metro maps got more complex and fewer highlights were given. A. Threats to Validity There are many possible distractions and confounding variables in this study. Not all parameter settings can be tested
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